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Abstract—A general purpose viscous flow solver Ansys CFX was used to solve the unsteady three-dimensional (3D) Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equation (RANSE) for simulating a 3D numerical viscous wave tank. A flap-type wave generator was incorporated in the computational domain to generate the desired incident waves. Authors have made effort to study the physical behaviors of Flap type wave maker with governing parameters. Dependency of the water fill depth, Time period of oscillations and amplitude of oscillations of flap were studied. Effort has been made to establish relations between parameters. A validation study was also carried out against CFD methodology with wave maker theory. It has been observed that CFD results are in good agreement with theoretical results. Beaches of different slopes were introduced to damp the wave, so that it should not cause any reflection from boundary. As a conclusion this methodology can simulate the experimental wave-maker for regular wave generation for different wave length and amplitudes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Study of water wave is very important in the field of marine hydrodynamics to estimate the hydrodynamic forces, motion analysis and wave pattern. Experimental wave tank is one of the methods to find out some of the solutions related to the seakeeping performance of a ship or offshore structure. The wave tank is usually characterized as long and narrow enclosures with a wave-maker at one end [1-3]. Moreover, a beach is installed at the end of the tank to damp the wave.

Now a day’s efforts are being given to establish numerical technique to get the accurate prediction of experimental results. CFD method is an important tool which can substitute the experimental wave tank due to flexibility in modeling and simulations. Some researchers are working in the area to establish a Numerical Wave Tank (NWT), which can generate the desired wave [4-5]. With the availability of more computational resource, it is possible to solve Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equation (RANSE) which gives solution of real flow problems.

To simulate wave propagation in the numerical wave tank, the elevation of free surface has to be calculated for each time step. It can be calculated using an interface tracking method, where computational grid is adapted to the moving free surface boundary for each time step, or with an interface capturing method, solving an additional transport equation for the free surface. Interface capturing methods are performed on a time dependent computational grid. The present simulation uses interface capturing method using RANSE and the VOF method [6].

A numerical wave tank has been modeled whose dimension was taken as an experimental wave tank. Waves are generated using flap type wave-maker. A beach is introduced in the end of the tank to reduce the effect of reflected wave. Generated wave profile, wave height and wave length for different cases were studied depending on flap stroke length ($Af$), Time period ($Tp$), Fill height and other governing parameters. Accuracy of the computed results were verified against flap type wave-maker theory.

II. NUMERICAL METHOD

A. Problem Setup

Objective of the present paper is to establish the CFD modeling and simulation of regular wave for the analysis of ship or offshore structure. Flap type wave maker is selected to generate the wave in a wave tank using a beach to dampen the wave, so that there should not be any reflection of wave. Simulations have been made for the wave tank of nearly practical dimensions. Schematic diagram of the wave maker is shown in Fig. 1. Nomenclature used for the simulation is shown in Fig. 2.
C. Numerical Simulations and Boundary Conditions

General purpose RANSE solver Ansys CFX, which is based on Finite Volume Method (FVM), was used for the present simulation. Multiphase simulations for free surface deformation were captured using Volume of Fraction (VOF) method. The governing equation for viscous flow includes continuity equation, momentum, volume fraction and turbulence model equations [8].

The governing equation for Mass and Momentum equation are:

\[
\frac{d \rho}{dt} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \mathbf{V}) = 0 \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{d \mathbf{V}}{dt} + \nabla \mathbf{V} + \nabla \mathbf{P} - \nabla \cdot \mathbf{T} = 0 \tag{2}
\]

Where, \( \mathbf{V} \) is the velocity vector in the Cartesian co-ordinate system, \( p \) is the static pressure and \( \mathbf{T} \) is the stress tensor, given by:

\[
\mathbf{T} = \mu (\nabla \mathbf{V} + (\nabla \mathbf{V})^T) - 2/3 (\nabla \mathbf{V}) I \tag{3}
\]

Where, \( \mu \) is the molecular viscosity, \( I \) is the unit tensor.

\section*{VOF Method}

Volume Fraction of the \( q \)th fluid, \( \alpha_q \) the appropriate variable and properties are assigned to each cell within the domain. Tracking of the interfaces is done through the solution of continuity equation for the volume fraction of the phases. For the \( q \)th phase

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \alpha_q + \nabla \cdot (\alpha_q \mathbf{V}) = 0 \tag{4}
\]

\[
\sum_{q=1}^{n} \alpha_q = 1 \tag{5}
\]

A single momentum equation is solved throughout the domain, and the resulting velocity field is shared among the phases. The momentum equation depends upon the Volume Fraction (VF) of all phases through the fluid properties, which is determined by the presence in each control volume,

\[
\rho = \sum_{q=1}^{n} \alpha_q \rho_q \tag{6}
\]

Duration of each transient simulation was fixed to 20s. Time step size of 0.02s was used, which was decided based on courant number criterion.

\section*{Boundary Conditions (BCs)}

Bottom, beach, slope and end wall of the domain were given as wall with no slip with top as opening with pressure as atmospheric pressure. Motion of the flap (Fig. 5) was implement through mesh motion giving specified displacement using CFX Expression Language (CEL) [8]. See Eqn. (7)

\[ X_{disp} = \left( (z - hf)/(D - hf) \right) \cdot A_f \cdot \sin(\omega t) \tag{7} \]
where, \(X_{\text{disp}}\) is the displacement of flap at corresponding \(z\) location on the flap. Rotation angle of flap \((\theta)\) and \(Af\) is related as

\[
\tan \theta = \frac{Af}{(D - hf)}
\]  

(8)

**Initialisations**

Global initial condition was set to velocity in all the direction as zero, static pressure as hydrostatic pressure with turbulent KE and eddy dissipation rate as automatic with value.

**D. Grid Dependency Study**

In numerical analysis, density of elements plays an important role. Therefore three cases have been taken with different mesh size, which is tabulated in Table II.

Table II shows three cases depending on size of grid used for grid dependency study. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of wave elevation at a location between different grid sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>No. of Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case1</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>5,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case2</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>9,246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case3</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>15,921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predicted wave elevations at location P1 (Table I) for three different mesh sizes don’t show very great change in result. Rest of the simulations was done using normal mesh size.

**III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

Aim of the paper is to generate wave numerically using CFD, from wave-maker so it can be used as a wave basin for a model analysis. Physical parameter of a wave in wave tank mainly depend on three factors namely water height, flap displacement and period of Stroke displacement. Authors have made the effort to establish the relation between flap stroke length \((Af)\), Time period \((Tp)\), water height \((hw)\) and also with angular displacement \((\theta)\). Simulated cases for dependency study have been tabulated below in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hw (m)</th>
<th>Tp (s)</th>
<th>Af (m)</th>
<th>(\theta) ((^{\circ}))</th>
<th>(\theta/Tp) (deg/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>(0.04631 rad/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Validation of CFD Results with Wave-Maker Theory**

To generate the wave by flap type wave maker, the relation between stroke length, water height and wave height is given [7] by

\[
S = H \frac{\sinh khw + khw}{2(\cosh khw - 1)}
\]  

(8)

Where, \(S\) is the stroke length, \(H\) is the wave height, \(hw\) is water height. This has been derived from linear wave-maker theory. Here \(S=2Af\) (Flap stroke length)

Predicted CFD results were compared with wave-maker theory (WMT) as shown in Fig. 8. A very good agreement between CFD and WMT results validates the methodology.
B. Flap Stroke Length (Af) Dependency

Dependency of stroke length at constant water height ($h_w$) and at a particular Time period ($T_p$) was studied. A typical result of time history of wave elevation at locations P1, P2 and P3 is shown in Fig. 9 ($h_w=1.5m$, $T_p=2s$, $\Theta=5.7^\circ$, $Af=0.2m$). Wave profile along the length of the tank is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows computed time history of wave elevation at a location for different flap rotation angle.

It has been observed that wave height and wavelength are directly proportional to stroke length (Figs. 12 & 13) i.e. increase in stroke length gives increase in wave height as well as wavelength. Similar type of result was also obtained for variation of flap angular displacement ($\Theta$), see Figs. 14 & 15.
C. Time Period (Tp) Dependency

At constant flap stroke length (Af or $\theta$) and at constant water height ($hw$), dependency of the wave height elevation with different time period was simulated. Wave profile along the tank for different $Tp$ is shown in Fig. 16. Wave height and wave length decreases with the increase in time period ($Tp$) at constant angular displacement.

D. Water Height($hw$) Dependency

Effect of changing water height ($hw$) for particular flap stroke length (Af or $\theta$) and particular $Tp$ were simulated. Results are plotted in Figs. 19 & 20 respectively. Wave height and wavelength both increases with increase in fill water height ($hw$). It has also been observed that generation of wave is not possible from lowering the water height ($hw$) from a limit.
E. Flap Movement at Constant ($\theta/T_p$) Ratio

Since any combination of $Af$ and $T_p$ doesn’t produce the wave. So we tried to simulate some cases, by varying both $\theta$ and $T_p$ but keeping ($\theta/T_p$) ratio as fixed, Ratio was taken as the case which gives better wave generation depending upon the nature of wave height and wavelength. Simulations have been carried out for different $T_p = 2s, 3s, 4s$ and $5s$ at constant ratio of $\theta = 5^\circ$ and $T_p = 2s$, which gives the ratio of 2.5 deg/s (0.0436 rad/s). Fig. 21 shows the time history of wave elevation for different values of $T_p$ at a particular location in the tank. So it is observed that by generating a particular wave, variation can be studied more easily by fixing ratio as constant. Wave profile along the tank is shown in Fig. 22. Wave height and wavelength at different $T_p$ are shown in Figs. 23 & 24 respectively.
F. Damping of Wave at Different Beach Sloping

It is necessary to introduce a beach of certain slope so that not to cause any disturbance in wave elevation in the area of interest. By introducing a suitable beach slope damping can be done easily. Fig. 25 shows the time history of wave elevation at locations P1 and P6. It is found that wave elevation is not getting changed at initial location of the tank after a long time of simulation which makes the effectiveness of the beach.

IV. CONCLUSION

Effort has been made to establish the guidelines for the simulation of flap type wave-maker using CFD. Characteristics of the wave were studied by varying the governing parameters. Computed results are in good agreement with wave-maker theory. Results can be used for establishing an experimental wave-maker with knowing the limitations about generation of the wave. Finally it is concluded that CFD simulation can effectively replace wave-maker for the generation of regular wave.
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